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ABSTRACT
Recognition of a vehicle make is of interest in the fields of
law enforcement and surveillance. In this paper, we develop
a canonical correlation analysis (CCA) based method for
vehicle logo super-resolution to facilitate the recognition of
the vehicle make. From a limited number of high-resolution
logos, we populate the training dataset for each make using
gamma transformations. Given a vehicle logo from low-
resolution source (i.e., surveillance or traffic camera record-
ings), the learned models yield super-resolved results. By
matching the low-resolution image and the generated high-
resolution images, we select the final output that is closest to
the low-resolution image in the histogram of oriented gradi-
ents (HOG) feature space. Experimental results show that our
approach outperforms the state-of-the-art super-resolution
methods in qualitative and quantitative measures. Further-
more, the super-resolved logos help to improve the accuracy
in the subsequent recognition tasks significantly.

Index Terms— Super-resolution, vehicle make recogni-
tion, subspace learning

1. INTRODUCTION

Recognition of the make and model of vehicles has gener-
ated interest in recent years [1, 2]. However, majority of the
work has been focused on appearance based methods. Ve-
hicle logos provide an alternate approach for the recognition
[3]. However, the resolution of surveillance videos is insuf-
ficient for direct recognition of logos. This work proposes
a super-resolution approach for vehicle logos to improve the
recognition rate.

Super-resolution (SR) algorithms produce high-resolution
(HR) image from low-resolution (LR) input. Accurate SR re-
construction is usually difficult and is an ill-posed image pro-
cessing problem. The existing SR algorithms can be roughly
categorized into two classes based on the types of input.

The SR methods in the first class take multiple images as
input [4, 5]. Usually, registration is performed first to align
the input images. Super-resolution or interpolation is carried
out subsequently to fuse multiple aligned LR images to get a
HR output. These methods are based on the assumption that
the LR inputs can be generated by warping and downsampling
the super-resolved image. However, when the magnification
factor increases, this assumption becomes weaker [6].

The SR methods in the second class use single LR image
as input to infer the HR output. With the general idea that the

relationship between the HR images and the LR images can
be learned from examples, many methods in this class require
a training step [7, 8]. Glasner et al. [9] avoided using a set
of training images by exploring the rich patterns in a single
image. Besides, advanced interpolation algorithms without
training have also been proposed which outperform the con-
ventional interpolation techniques [10].

For highly structural images such as vehicle logos, it is
natural to develop a learning based SR approach where the
model is trained from a set of similar images. Inspired by the
recent success in super-resolving face images (which are also
highly structural) using manifold learning techniques [11], we
also choose to work in the subspaces to cater to our specific
application for vehicle logo super-resolution. The main as-
sumption is that the HR and LR manifolds have similar struc-
ture which is locally linear and smooth [12]. Specifically,
canonical correlation analysis (CCA) [13] is applied upon the
PCA coefficients of HR and LR logo images to enhance the
coherence of their neighborhood structure. To the authors’
best knowledge, this is the first paper that addresses vehicle
logo SR problem.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Technical
details are provided in Section 2. Section 3 shows the experi-
mental results. Finally, we draw conclusions in Section 4.

2. TECHNICAL APPROACH

The proposed vehicle logo super-resolution algorithm con-
sists of two steps as illustrated in Figure 1. In the training
step, for each make, we use a set of HR and LR logo image
pairs to learn a model that maximize their correlation in the
CCA subspace. To test a LR image, each model will pro-
duce an output and the final output we select is the one that
is closest to the input LR image in the histogram of oriented
gradients (HOG) feature space [14]. Before we delve into the
details of the proposed method, we first briefly review CCA.

2.1. Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA)

CCA finds basis vectors for two sets of random variables such
that the correlation between the projections of these two sets
of random variables is maximized [13]. Given two centered
(zero mean) datasets, X = {xi ∈ R

m, i = 1, 2, ..., N} and
Y = {yi ∈ R

n, i = 1, 2, ..., N}, CCA aims at obtaining
two basis vectors WX ∈ R

m and WY ∈ R
n such that the

correlation coefficient ρ of WT
XX and WT

Y Y is maximized.
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Fig. 1. Training (top) and testing (bottom) of the proposed
approach. During training for each make, the correlation
of HR and LR image pairs are maximized in the CCA sub-
space. Given a LR image, the outputs are reconstructed with
K nearest-neighbors in different CCA subspaces. Final output
is selected by analyzing its HOG features.

The objective function to be maximized is given by

ρ =
WT

XCXY WY√
WT

XCXXWXWT
Y CY Y WY

(1)

where CXX(Y Y ) is the autocovariance matrix of X(Y ). CXY

denotes the covariance matrix of X and Y .
Equivalently, the CCA can be formulated as a constrained

optimization problem by

argmax
WX ,WY

WT
XCXY WY (2)

subject to WT
XCXXWX = 1 and WT

Y CY Y WY = 1. The so-
lution to this optimization problem can be obtained by solving
a set of generalized eigenvalue problems [15].

2.2. Training for Super-Resolution

In the training step, given N HR images IH = {IHi }Ni=1 and
their corresponding LR images IL = {ILi }Ni=1 for each vehi-
cle make, we first apply PCA to obtain the projection coeffi-
cients of HR and LR images by

X = (PH)T (IH − uH)

Y = (PL)
T (IL − uL)

(3)

where PH and PL are the projection matrices, uH and uL

are the mean HR and mean LR images. X and Y are further
mean-centered to X0 and Y0 by extracting the mean values
uX and uY respectively. In the next step, CCA maximizes
the correlation coefficient ρ in Eq. (1) using centered data X0

and Y0. The resulting two basis vectors WX and WY trans-
form the PCA coefficients into a coherent subspace where the
correlation between the projected data is maximized.

2.3. Super-Resolution with Trained Models

Given a LR logo image iL, for each model we trained for each
make, the PCA coefficients are first computed by

yL = (PL)
T (iL − uL) (4)

Then yL is projected into the CCA subspace by

mL = (WY )
T (yL − uY ) (5)

In the CCA subspace, we find the weights {wj}Kj=1 for K
nearest neighbors that minimize the reconstruction error

argmin
{wj}K

j=1

∥∥∥∥∥∥
mL −

K∑
j=1

wjYj

∥∥∥∥∥∥
(6)

subject to the constraint
∑K

j=1 wj = 1. Yj denotes the repre-

sentation of a LR training image in the CCA subspace.
We then apply the same weighted neighborhood in the

subspace for the HR training images. The reconstructed HR
image in the CCA subspace is given by

mH =

K∑
j=1

wjXj (7)

where Xj is the HR version of Yj in the CCA subspace.

We transform mH to PCA subspace by

x = ((WX)T )†mH + uX (8)

where † denotes pseudo-inverse. The final output of the re-
constructed HR image is obtained by

iHq = ((PH)T )†mH + uH (9)

here iHq is the super-resolved image using the q-th model.
Suppose we have Q models (makes) in total, the HOG fea-

tures {Hq}Qq=1 are extracted from all the possible candidate

images {iHq }Qq=1. The final output iHq is selected by

argmin
iHq

∥∥∥HiL −HiHq

∥∥∥ (10)

where HiL is the HOG features from the LR image.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

3.1. Vehicle Logo Data Collection

In the experiments, we select five of the most popular vehicle
makes: Honda, Toyota, Nissan, Chevrolet, and Ford. For each
make, we collected 20 HR images from Internet. All the logos
are frontal view. To account for varying body colors and illu-
minations, gamma adjustment [16] is performed on each HR
image to generate 30 images of different contrast by varying
gamma value from 0.1 to 3 with a step of 0.1. In total, for each
make 600 HR images are available. The HR images are nor-
malized to size 120×120 and the LR images with size 30×30
are generated through downsampling. The magnification fac-
tor in our experiments is 4. In the PCA implementation, 95%
of the variance is retained. Each logo image is divided into
9 blocks and in each block 15 histogram bins are used. Thus
the length of the HOG feature vector is 135. In the neighbor-
hood reconstruction, all of the HR and LR image pairs used
for training are considered. Figure 2 shows some samples of
the generated images.
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Fig. 2. (a) Original logo image. (b)-(d) Generated logo im-
ages by gamma adjustment.

To evaluate the proposed SR method, we collect 15 LR lo-
gos for each make from a surveillance camera recording from
a highway. In the video, the vehicles are viewed from the
rear. As soon as the license plate (LP) of a vehicle is detected,
a region of interest (ROI) of size 4LP height×LP width im-
mediately above the LP is selected. The ROI is segmented
to detect and crop the logos automatically. The LR logos are
normalized to the same size as those in the training set.

3.2. Vehicle Logo Super-Resolution

We compare our results to bicubic interpolation and three
state-of-the-art methods: kernel regression based SR (KR) [17],
iterative curve based interpolation (ICBI) [10], and adaptive
sparse domain selection based SR (ASDS) [18]. We use the
default parameters in these methods. Note that in the pro-
posed method it is not necessary to know the blurring kernel
as contrary to [17] and [18]. Figure 3 shows some sample
results using different super-resolution methods.

The input LR logo images suffer from severe noise and
blurriness due to the low quality of the surveillance images.
Also strong specular reflection is present due to highly re-
flective surface of the logos. In this scenario, the improve-
ment from bicubic interpolation to ICBI is not explicit and
all the image artifacts are retained. KR performs better in
noise reduction. However the super-resolved results are over-
smoothed and no high-frequency details are compensated to
generate sharp outputs. Although ASDS recovers some de-
tails, the noise in the LR images is also exaggerated. The
proposed method performs significantly better than the other
methods and the details are faithfully reconstructed with the
elimination of noise, specularities and blurriness. The results
also suggest that to super-resolve highly structural images,
manifold learning based method is superior compared to other
kinds of approaches.

Since we do not have the original HR images for the de-
tected logos, the quantitative measures used for comparison
are non-reference based. We use three measures: The first
is the distortion measure (DM) [19] that evaluates the image
quality in the frequency domain. The second metric we use is
based on the anisotropy (ANIS) [20] which well correlates to
the classical reference based metrics such as PSNR. We also
apply the recently proposed metric of Cumulative Probabil-
ity of Blur Detection (CPBD) [21] that focuses on the image
sharpness evaluation. Table 1 shows the average scores using
different metrics.

From Table 1 we see that the results by our method yield
highest scores for all the metrics. Besides, all the LR im-
ages are super-resolved correctly using HOG as the output
selection measure. Despite the poor LR image quality due

Method bicubic KR ICBI ASDS Proposed

DM 28.96 31.40 30.46 31.44 37.27

ANIS 0.47 0.57 0.52 0.56 7.886

CPBD 15.22 22.86 11.80 116.88 337.74

Table 1. Average metric scores by DM(in dB) [19],
ANIS(×10−3) [20], and CPBD(×10−3) [21] for all the logo
images. The higher is the better.

to artifacts such as specularities, noise and blurriness, HOG
successfully differentiates makes using gradient information
which is not sensitive to the image degradation.

3.3. Effects on Vehicle Logo Recognition

One of the motivations for logo SR is to improve the per-
formance of the subsequent recognition. We use the super-
resolved images by different methods as inputs to different
classifiers. Table 2 shows logo recognition performance. We
compare the recognition performance of HOG and PCA com-
pressed features combined with nearest neighbor and linear
SVM classifier. While the recognition performance improves
marginally between the other SR methods, the proposed
method significantly improves the recognition accuracies
irrespective of the feature or the classifier used.

Method LR bicubic KR ICBI ASDS Proposed

HOG+1-NN 53.33 72 77.33 76 64 100

PCA+1-NN 49.33 48 49.33 53.33 50.67 80

PCA+15-NN 50.67 52 54.67 57.33 56 90.67

PCA+SVM 30.67 30.67 34.67 33.33 36 100

Table 2. Average logo recognition accuracies in %.

The average size of the detected LR logo images used in
the experiments was 26×46. Table 3 shows the effects of fur-
ther downsampling the LR logos on recognition accuracy. As
expected, the recognition performance deteriorates with re-
duced resolution. As the structural details of the logos differ
and are affected by lower resolution differently, the recogni-
tion performance varies significantly among different makes.

Size to LR Honda Toyota Nissan Ford Chevy Overall%

0.75 15 13 13 5 15 81.33

0.5 15 11 13 0 13 69.33

0.25 13 1 7 0 14 46.67

Table 3. Number of logos recognized correctly (out of 15)
with downsampled LR image using HOG+1-NN classifier.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a manifold learning based super-resolution
method for vehicle logos is developed. HR and LR logos are
first projected into PCA subspace and canonical correlation
analysis (CCA) is applied to create another subspace where
the coherence between the projected PCA coefficients of the
HR and LR image pairs is enhanced. For each vehicle make a
specific model is learned. Given a low-resolution image, it is
projected into the CCA subspace and its K nearest neighbors
in the CCA subspace of the HR images are used to reconstruct
the super-resolved image. We select the final result by finding
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Fig. 3. Sample super-resolution results. (a) Low-resolution images (enlarged by pixel replication). (b) Bicubic interpolation.
(c) KR [17]. (d) ICBI [10]. (e) ASDS [18]. (For display purpose all the images are normalized to the same size.) (f) Proposed.

the best match in the HOG feature space between the LR
input and the generated HR images using different models.
The logo detection and the subsequent super-resolution are
automated to ensure practical applicability. Compared with
the state-of-the-art methods, the proposed method performs
the best in both qualitative and quantitative evaluations, and
help to achieve the highest recognition accuracy.
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